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Summary
A central problem in the multi-omics era is to bridge the gap between genes/proteins of heterogeneous expression (call them sources) and proteins already known to be involved in a specific cell
response signaling pathway (call them targets). Insights on this problem are of special interest to
unveil the molecular basis of individual cell response that may vary across sister cells [1].
This problem is a particular case of proximity analysis in networks. Random walks on graphs
proved of central importance to investigate such questions, with applications to spectral clustering
[2], dimensionality reduction [3], community detection, page rank definition, etc.
In this work, we introduce a novel approach to source-target proximity analysis in proteinprotein-interaction networks (PPINs). Consider a PPIN graph whose nodes contain the sources
S and targets T, and whose edges code interactions between sources, targets, and additional
molecules. We code the proximity between a source s and all targets T using the stationary
distribution of a suitable random walk with restart. The size of the PPINs considered precluding
exact solutions based on linear algebra, we compute stationary distributions numerically using the
marmoteCore library [4].
We have previously shown that sister cells in isogenic population treated with Dulanermin
(TRAIL), can commit differentially to cell death based on their response dynamics: some cells
respond, other resists to the therapy and regrow [5]. We use our framework to analyze single-cell
transcriptomic data, obtained from the same population of TRAIL treated HeLa cells to investigate
the molecular determinants of tumor cell resistance to Dulanermin. More specifically, we study
the relationship between sources (differentially expressed proteins) and targets (proteins involved
in the cell death pathway), with applications to drug resistance prediction in tumor cells.
All methods are currently being integrated to the Structural Bioinformatics Library (https:
//sbl.inria.fr/applications/), and will be made available to the community.
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